Council on Academic Affairs

October 21, 2015

3-5 PM

Bricker Hall 200

AGENDA

1. Approval of the Minutes of the Meeting of October 7, 2015

2. Comments from the Chair – Professor Blaine Lilly

3. Comments from the Vice Chair – Professor W. Randy Smith

4. Update and Vote on Summer Term Calendar – Professor W. Randy Smith

5. Proposals from Subcommittee C – Professors John Buford, Laurice Joseph, and Audrey Begun; Mr. Asim Hussain and Ms. Yutian Tan.
   - Curriculum Update: BSED in Technical Education and Training – College of Education and Human Ecology

6. Proposals from Subcommittee D – Professors Blaine Lilly and W. Randy Smith
   - Proposal to Create the Department of Engineering Education (EED) – College of Engineering

7. Proposal from Subcommittee A – Professors Celia Wills, Susan Hadley, and Marie Miriti; Mr. Sam Whipple
   - Proposal to Establish the Higher Education Center for Alcohol and Drug Misuse Prevention and Recovery – College of Social Work
8. Proposals from Subcommittee D – Professors Blaine Lilly and W. Randy Smith

- Addition of Regional Campuses and Change of Delivery: Computer/Technology Endorsement – College of Education and Human Ecology
- Landscape Construction Minor – College of Food, Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
- Greenhouse and Nursey Management Minor – College of Food, Agricultural and Environmental Sciences

9. Proposal from Subcommittee B – Professors Henry Zerby and Jill Bystydzienki; Mr. Mario Belfiglio and Mr. Eugene Holowacz

- College of Nursing Clinical Faculty Cap Waiver Request – College of Nursing

10. Adjourn